We investigate a graph-based semi-supervised learning approach for labeling semantic components of questions such as topic, focus, event, etc., for question understanding task. We focus on graph construction to handle learning with dense/sparse graphs and present Relaxed Linear Neighborhoods method, in which each node is linearly constructed from varying sizes of its neighbors based on the density/sparsity of its surrounding. With the new graph representation, we show performance improvements on syntactic and real datasets, primarily due to the use of unlabeled data and relaxed graph construction.
Introduction
One of the important steps in Question Answering (QA) is question understanding to identify semantic components of questions. In this paper, we investigate question understanding based on a machine learning approach to discover semantic components (Table 1 ).
An important issue in information extraction from text is that one often deals with insufficient labeled data and large number of unlabeled data, which have led to improvements in semi-supervised learning (SSL) methods, e.g., (Belkin and Niyogi., 2002b) , (Zhou et al., 2004) . Recently, graph based SSL methods have gained interest (Alexandrescu and Kirchhoff, 2007) , (Goldberg and Zhu, 2009 ). These methods create graphs whose vertices correspond to labeled and unlabeled data, while the edge weights encode the similarity between each pair of data points. Classification is performed using these graphs by scoring unlabeled points in such a way 'Binks' (In-Topic)(HUMAN:Individual) focus: 'film' (Begin-Focus) (DESCRIPTION:Definition) action / event: 'introduced' (Begin-Event) expected answer-type: ENTITY:creative that instances connected by large weights are given similar labels. Such methods can perform well when no parametric information about distribution of data is available and when data is characterized by an underlying manifold structure.
In this paper, we present a semantic component labeling module for our QA system using a new graph-based SSL to benefit from unlabeled questions. One of the issues affecting the performance of graph-based methods (Maier and Luxburg, 2008) is that there is no reliable approach for model selection when there are too few labeled points (Zhou et al., 2004) . Such issues have only recently came into focus (Wang and Zhang, 2006) . This is somewhat surprising because graph construction is a fundamental step. Rather than proposing yet another learning algorithm, we focus on graph construction for our labeling task, which suffers from insufficient graph sparsification methods. Such problems are caused by fixed neighborhood assignments in k-nearest neighbor approaches, treating sparse and denser regions of data equally or using improper threshold assumptions in -neighborhood 27 graphs, yielding disconnected components or subgraphs or isolated singleton vertices. We propose a Relaxed Linear Neighborhood (RLN) method to overcome fixed k or assumptions. RLN approximates the entire graph by a series of overlapped linear neighborhood patches, where neighborhood N (x i ) of any node x i is captured dynamically based on the density/sparsity of its surrounding. Moreover, RLN exploits degree of neighborhood during reconstruction method rather than fixed assignments, which does not get affected by outliers, producing a more robust graph, demonstrated in Experiment #1.
We present our question semantic component model in section 3 with the following contributions:
(1) a new graph construction method for SSL, which relaxes neighborhood assumptions yielding robust graphs as defined in section 5, (2) a new inference approach to enable learning from unlabeled data as defined in section 6. The experiments in section 7 yield performance improvement in comparison to other labeling methods on different datasets. Finally we draw conclusions.
Related Work on Question Analysis
An important step in question analysis is extracting semantic components like answer type, focus, event, etc. The 'answer-type' is a quantity that a question is seeking. A question 'topic' usually represents major context/constraint of a question ("Jar Jar Binks" in Table 1 ). A question 'focus' (e.g., film) denotes a certain aspect (or descriptive feature) of a question 'topic'. To extract topic-focus from questions, (Hajicova et al., 1993) used rule-based approaches via dependency parser structures. (Burger, 2006) implemented parsers and a mixture of rule-based and learning methods to extract different salient features such as question type, event, entities, etc. (Chai and Jin, 2004) explored semantic units based on their discourse relations via rule-based systems.
In (Duan et al., 2008) a language model is presented to extract semantic components from questions. Similarly, (Fan et al., 2008) 's semantic chunk annotation uses conditional random fields (CRF) (Lafferty et al., 2001 ) to annotate semantic chunks of questions in Chinese. Our work aparts from these studies in that we use a graph-based SSL method to extract semantic components from unlabeled questions. Graph-based methods are suitable for labeling tasks because when two lexical units in different questions are close in the intrinsic geometry of question forms, their semantic components (labels) will be similar to each other. Labels vary smoothly along the geodesics, i.e., manifold assumption, which plays an essential role in SSL (Belkin et al., 2006) . This paper presents a new graph construction to improve performance of an important module of QA when labeled data is sparse. We compare our results with other graph construction methods. Next, we present the dataset construction for our semantic component labeling model before we introduce the new graph construction and inference for SSL.
Semantic Component Labeling
Each word (token) in a question is associated with a label among a pre-determined list of semantic tags. A question i is defined as a sequence of input units (words/tokens) x i = (x 1i , ..., x T i ) ∈ X T which are tagged with a sequence of class labels,
The task is to learn classifier F that, given a new sequence x new , predicts a sequence of class labels y new = F(x new ). Among different semantic component types presented in previous studies, we give each token a MUC style semantic label from a list of 11 labels. More labels can be appended if necessary. The first token of a component gets 'begin' prefix and consecutive words are given 'in' prefix, e.g., Jar (begintopic), Jar (in-topic), Binks (in-topic) in Table 1 .
In graph-based SSL methods, a graph is constructed G = V, E , where V = X is a vertex set, E is an edge set, associated with each edge e ij rep-28 resents a relation between x i and x j . The task is to assign a label (out of 11 possible labels) to each token of a question i, x ti , t = 1, ..., T , T is the max number of tokens in a given query. We introduce a set of nodes for each token (x ti ), each representing a binary relation between that token and one of possible tags (y ti ). A binary relation represents an agreement between a given token and assigned label, so our SSL classifier predicts the probability of true relation between token and assigned label. Thus, for each token, we introduce 11 different nodes using y k ∈ { O,BT,IT,BF,IF,BC,IC,BE,IE,BCL,ICL }. There will be 11 label probability assignments obtained from each of the 11 corresponding nodes. For labeled questions, intuitively, only one node per token is introduced to the graph for known(true) token/label relations. We find the best question label sequence via Viterbi algorithm (Forney, 1973) .
Feature Extraction For Labeling Task
The following pre-processing modules are built for feature extraction prior to graph construction.
Pre-Processing For Feature Extraction
Phrase Analysis(PA): Using basic syntactic analysis (shallow parsing), the PA module re-builds phrases from linguistic structures such as nounphrases (NN), basic prepositional phrases (PP) or verb groups (VG). Using Stanford dependency parser (Klein and Manning, 2003) , (Marneffe et al., 2006) , which produces 48 different grammatical relations, PA module re-constructs the phrases. For example for the question in Table 1 , dependency parser generates two relations: − nn(Binks-3, Jar-1) and nn(Binks-3, Jar-2), PA reveals "Jar Jar Binks" as a noun phrase reconstructing the nn:noun compound modifier. We also extract part of speech tags of questions via dependency parser to be used for feature extraction.
Question Dependency Relations (QDR): Using shallow semantics, we decode underlying Stanford dependency trees (Marneffe et al., 2006 ) that embody linguistic relationships such as head-subject (H-S), head-modifier (complement) (H-M), headobject (H-O), etc. For example: "How did Troops enter the area last Friday?" is chunked as:
Later, the feature functions (FF) are extracted based on generalized rules such as S and O's are usually considered topic/focus, H is usually an event, etc.
Features for Token-Label Pairs
Each node v i in a graph G represents a relation of any token(word) i, x ti to its label y ti , denoted as a feature vector x ti ∈ d . A list of feature functions are formed to construct multi-dimensional training examples. We extract mainly first and second order features to identify token-label relations, as follows:
Lexicon Features (LF): These features are over words and their labels along with information about words such as POS tags, etc. A sample first order lexicon feature, z(y t , x 1:T , t):
is set to 1, if its assigned label y t is of event type (BE/IE) and word's POS tag is VB(verb) (such token-label assignment would be correct). A similar feature is set to 1 if a word has 'VB' as its POS tag and it is a copula word, so it's correct label can only be "O:other". Nodes satisfying only this constraint and have a relation to "O" label get the value of '1'. Similar binary features are: if the word is a WH type (query word), if its POS tag is an article, if its POS tag is NN(P)(noun), IN, etc.
Compound Features (CF): These features exploit semantic compound information obtained from our PA and QDR modules, in which noun-phrases are labeled as focus/topics, or verb-phrases as event.
For instance, if a token is part of a semantic compound, e.g., subject, identified via our QDR module, then for any of the 11 nodes generated for this token, if token-label is other than 'O(Other)', then such feature would be 1, and 0 otherwise. Similarly, if a word is part of a noun-phrase, then a node having a relation to any of the labels other than 'O/BE/IE' would be given the value 1, and 0 otherwise We eliminate inclusion of some nodes with certain labels such as words with "NN" tags are not usually considered events.
Probability Feature Functions (PFF): We calculate word unigram and bigram frequencies from training samples to extract label conditional probabilities given a word, e.g., P(BT-"IBM"), P(O-BE-"Who founded"). When no match is found in 29 unigram and bigram label conditional probability tables for testing cases, we use unigram and bigram label probabilities given the POS tag of that word, e.g., P(BT-NNP), P(O-BE-"WP-VBD"). We extract 11 different features for each word corresponding to each possible label to form the probability features from unigram frequencies, max. of 11X11 features for bigram frequencies, where some bigrams are never seen in training dataset.
Second-Order Features (SOF): Such features denote relation between a token, tag and tag −1 , e.g.,:
z = 1 if y t−1 =BT, y t =IT and POS xt =NN 0 otherwise (2) which indicates if previous label is a start of a topic tag (BT) and current POS tag is NN, then a node with a relation to label "In-Topic (IT)" would yield value '1'. For any given token, one should introduce 11 2 different nodes to represent a single property. In experiments we found that only a limited number of second order nodes are feasible.
Graph Construction for SSL
Let X L = {x 1 , ..., x l } be labeled question tokens with associated labels Y L = {y 1 , ..., y l } T and X U = {x 1 , ..., x u } be unlabeled tokens, X = X L ∪ X U . A weighted symmetric adjacency matrix W is formed in two steps with edges E in G where W ij ∈ nxn , and non-zero elements represent the edge weight between v i and v j . Firstly, similarity between each pair of nodes is obtained by a measure to create a full affinity matrix, A ∈ nxn , using a kernel function, A ij = k(x i , x j ) as weight measure (Zhou et al., 2004 ) w ij ∈ n×n :
Secondly, based on chosen graph sparsification method, a sparse affinity matrix is obtained by removing edges that do not convey with neighborhood assumption. Usually a k-nearest neighbor (kNN) or neighbor ( N) methods are used for sparsification. Graph formation is crucial in graph based SSL since sparsity ensures that the predicted model remains efficient and robust to noise, e.g., especially in text processing noise is inevitable. N graphs provide weaker performance than the k-nearest neighborhood graphs (Jebara et al., 2009 ). In addition, the issue with kNN sparsification of graph is that the number of neighbors is fixed at the start, which may cause fault neighborhood assumptions even when neighbors are far apart. Additionally, kernel similarity functions may not rate edge weights because they might be useful locally but not quite efficient when nodes are far apart. Next, we present Relaxed Linear Neighborhoods to address these issues.
Relaxed Linear Neighborhoods (RLN)
Instead of measuring pairwise relations (3), we use neighborhood information to construct G. When building a sparse affinity matrix, we re-construct each node using a linear combination of its neighbors, similar to Locally Linear Embedding (Roweis and Saul, 2000) and Linear Neighborhoods (Wang and Zhang, 2006) , and minimize:
where N (x i ) is neighborhood of x i , and w ij is the degree of contribution of x j to x i . In (4) each node can be optimally reconstructed using a linear combination of its neighborhood (Roweis and Saul, 2000) . However, having fixed k neighbors at start of the algorithm can effect generalization of classifier and can also cause confusion on different manifolds. We present novel RLN method to reconstruct each object (node) by using dynamic neighborhood information, as opposed to fixed k neighbors of (Wang and Zhang, 2006) . RLN approximates entire graph by a series of overlapped linear neighborhood patches, where neighborhood N (x i ) of a node x i is captured dynamically via its neighbor's density.
Boundary Detection: Instead of finding fixed k neighbors of each node x i (Wang and Zhang, 2006) , RLN captures boundary of each node B(x i ) based on neighborhood information and pins each node within this boundary as its neighbors. We define weight W matrix using a measure like (3) as a first pass sparsification. We identify neighbors for each node x i ∈ X and save information in boundary matrix, B. kNN recovers its k neighbors using a similarity function, e.g., a kernel distance function, and instantiates via: Similarly, with the N approach the neighbors are instantiated when they are at most far away:
Both methods have limitations when sparsity or density is to concern. For sparse regions, if we restrict definition to k neighbors, then N (x i ) would contain dissimilar points. Similarly, improper threshold values could result in disconnected components or subgraphs or isolated singleton vertices. -radius would not define a graph because not every neighborhood radius would have the same density (see Fig. 1 ). Neighborhoods of two points (x 1 , x 2 ) are different, although they contain same number of nodes. We can use both kNN and N N approaches to define the neighborhood between any x i and x j as:
|N (x i )| denotes cardinality of -neighbors of x i , and N x i ;k (x j ) ∈ {0, 1} according to (5). Thus if there are enough number of nodes in the vicinity (> k), then the boundary is identified. Otherwise we use kN N . Boundary set of any x i is defined as:
Relaxed Boundary Detection: Adjusting boundaries based on a neighborhood radius and density might cause some problems. Specifically, if dense regions (clusters) exist and parameters are set large for sparse datasets, e.g., k and , then neighborhood sets would include more (and even noisy) nodes than necessary. Similarly, for low density regions if parameters are set for dense neighborhoods, weak neighborhood bonds will be formed to re-construct via linear neighborhoods. An algorithm that can handle a wide range of change interval would be advantageous. It should also include information provided by neighboring nodes closest to the corresponding node, which can take neighborhood relation into consideration more sensitively. Thus we extend neighborhood definition in (7) and (8) accounting for sensitivity of points with varying distances to neighbor points based on parameter k > 0:
In (10) m is the max. feature vector dimension of any x i , k plays a role in determining neighborhood radius, such that it could be adjusted as follows:
The new boundary set of any given x i includes:
In the experiments, we tested our RLN approach (9), 0 < N x i (x j ) < 1 for boundary detection, in comparison to the static neighborhood assignments where the number of neighbors, k is fixed.
(3) Graph Formation: Instead of measuring pairwise relations as in (3), we use neighborhood information to represent G. In an analogical manner to (Roweis and Saul, 2000) , (Wang and Zhang, 2006) , for graph sparcification, for our Relaxed Linear Neighborhood, we re-construct each node using a linear combination of its dynamic neighbors:
(13) where 0 < N x i (x j ) < 1 is the degree of neighborhood to boundary set B(x i ) and w ij is degree of contribution of x j to x i , to be predicted. A N x i (x j ) = 0 means no edge link. To prevent negative weights, and satisfy their normalization to unity, we used a constraint in (13) for RLN.
Edge weights of G are found using above relaxed boundary assumption, and relaxed neighborhood 31 method. A sparse relaxed weight matrix (W) ij = w ij is formed representing different number of connected edges for every node, which are weighted according to their neighborhood density. Since w ij is constructed via linear combination of varying number of neighbors of each node,W is used as the edge weights of G. Next we form a regularization framework in place of label propagation (LP).
Regularization and Inference
Given a set of token-label assignments X = {x 1 , ..., x l , x l+1 , ..., x n }, and binary labels of first l points, Y = {y 1 , ..., y l , 0, .., 0}, the goal is to predict if the label assignment of any token of a given test question is true or false. Let F denote set of classifying functions defined on X , and ∀f ∈ F a real value f i to every point x i is assigned. At each iteration, any given data point exploits a part of label information from its neighbors, which is determined by RLN. Thus, predicted label of a node x i at t+1:
where x j ∈ Bx i , 0< λ <1 sets a portion of label information that x i gets from its local neighbors, f t = (f t 1 , f t 2 , ..., f t n ) is the prediction label vector at iteration t and f 0 = y. We can re-state (14) as:
Each node's label is updated via (15) until convergence, which might be at t → ∞. In place of LP, we can develop a regularization framework (Zhou et al., 2004) to learn f. In graph-based SSL, a function over a graph is estimated to satisfy two conditions: (i) close to the observed labels , and (ii) be smooth on the whole graph via following loss function:
where φ x i (x j ) = N x i (x j )w ij . Setting gradient of loss function Q(f ) to zero, we obtain:
Relaxed weight matrixW is normalized according to constraint in (13), so as degree matrix, D = jW ij , and graph Laplacian, i.e., L = (D −W )/D = I −W. Since f is a function on the manifold and the graph is discretized form of a manifold (Belkin and Niyogi, 2002a) , f can also be regarded as the discrete form of f , which is equivalent at the nodes of graph. So the second term of (16) yields:
Hence optimum f * is obtained by new form of derivative in (17) after replacing (18):
Most graph-based SSLs are transductive, i.e., not easily expendable to new testing points. In (Delalleau et al., 2005) an induction scheme is proposed to classify a new point x T e bŷ
Thus, we use induction, where we can, to avoid reconstruction of the graph for new test points.
Experiments and Discussions
In the next, we evaluate the performance of the proposed RLN in comparison to the other methods on syntactic and real datasets. Exp. 1. Graph Construction Performance: Here we use a similar syntactic data in (Jebara et al., 2009 ) shown in Fig.2 .a, which contains two clusters of dissimilar densities and shapes. We investigate three graph construction methods, linear k-neighborhoods of (Roweis and Saul, 2000) in Fig.2 .b, b-matching (Jebara et al., 2009) in Fig.2 .c and RLN of this work in Fig.2 .d using a dataset of 300 points with binary output values. b-matching permits a given datum to select k neighboring points but also ensures that exactly k points selects given datum as their neighbor.
In each graph construction method Gaussian kernel distance is used. Experiments are run 50 times where at each fold only 2 labeled samples from opposite classes are used to predict the rest. The experiments are repeated for different k, b and values. In Fig. 2 , average of trials is shown when k, b are 10 and >0.5. We also used the N approach but it did not show any improvement over kNN approach. 32 In Fig. 2 .d, RLN can separate two classes more efficiently than the rest. Compared to the bmatching approach, RLN clearly improves the robustness. There are more links between clusters in other graph methods than RLN, which shows that RLN can separate two classes much efficiently. Also since dynamic number of edges are constructed with RLN, unnecessary links are avoided, but for the rest of the graph methods there are edges between far away nodes (shown with arrows). In the rest of the experiments, we use b-matching for benchmark as it is the closest approach to the proposed RLN.
Exp. 2. Semantic Component Recognition:
We demonstrate the performance of the new RLN with two sets of experiments for sequence labeling of question recognition task. As a first step in understanding semantic components of questions, we asked two annotators to annotate a random subsample of 4000 TREC factoid and description questions obtained from tasks of 1999-2006. There are 11 predefined semantic categories (section 3), close to 280K labeled tokens. Annotators are told that each question must have one topic and zero or one focus and event, zero or more of the rest of the components. Inter-tagger agreement is κ = 0.68, which denotes a considerable agreement.
We trained models on 3500 random set of questions and reserved the rest of 500 for testing the performance. We applied pre-processing and feature selection of section 3 to compile labeled and unlabeled training and labeled testing datasets. At training time, we performed manual iterative parameter optimization based on prediction accuracy to find the best parameter sets, i.e., k = {3, 5, 10, 20, 50}, ∈ {0, 1}, distance = {linear, gaussion}.
We use the average loss (L) per sequence (query) Table 2 : Chunking accuracy on testing data. 'other'=O, 'topic'=BT+IT, 'focus' = BF+IF, 'event'= 'BE+IE", 'rest'= rest of the labels, i.e., IE, BC, IC, BCL, ICL.
to evaluate the semantic chunking performance:
whereŷ and y are predicted and actual sequence respectively; N is the number of test examples; L i is the length of i th sequence; I is the 0-1 loss function.
(1) Chunking Performance: Here, we investigate the accuracy of our models on individual component prediction. We use CRF, b-matching and our RLN to learn models from labeled training data and evaluate performance on testing dataset. For RLN and b-matching we use training as labeled and testing as unlabeled dataset in transductive way to predict token labels. The testing results are shown in Table 2 for different group of components. The accuracy for 'topic' and 'focus' components are relatively high compared to other components. Most of the errors on the 'rest' labels are due to confusion with 'topic' or 'focus'. On some components, i.e., topic, other, RLN performed significantly better than b-matching based on t-test statistics (at 95% confidence). No statistical significance between CRF and RLN is observed indicating that RLN's good performance on individual label scoring, as it shows that RLN can be used efficiently for sequence labeling. demonstrated that RLN is an alternative method to the standard sequence learning methods for the question labeling task, next we evaluate per sequence (question) performance, rather than individual label performance using unlabeled data. Firstly, we randomly select subset of labeled train
Thus, instead of fixing the number of labeled records and varying the number of unlabeled points, we propose to fix the percentage of unlabeled points in training dataset. We hypothetically use unselected part of the labeled dataset as unlabeled data at each random selection. We compare the result of RLN to other graph based methods including standard SSL (Zhu et al., 2003) using kNN, and b-matching. We also build a CRF model using the same features as RLN except the output information, which CRF learns through probabilistic structure. In addition, we implemente self training for CRF (sCRF), most commonly known SSL method, by adding most confident (x, f (x)) unlabeled data back to the data and repeat the process 10 times. Table 3 reports average loss of question recognition tasks on testing dataset using these methods.
When the number of labeled data is small (n i L < 25%n L ), RLN has better performance compared to the rest (an average of 7% improvement). The SSL and sCRF performance is slightly better than CRF at this stage. As expected, as the percentage of labeled points in training is increased, the CRF outperforms the rest of the models. However, observing no statistical significance between CRF, b-matching and RLN up to 25-50% labeled points indicates RLNs performance on unlabeled datasets. Thus, for sequence labeling, the RLN can be a better alternative to known sequence labeling methods, when manual annotation of the entire dataset is not feasible.
Exp. 3. Unlabeled Data Performance: Here we evaluate the effect of the size of unlabeled data on the performance of RLN by gradually increasing the size of unlabeled questions. The assumption is that as more unlabeled data is used, the model would have additional spatial information about token neighbors that would help to improve its generalization performance. We used the questions from the Question and Answer pair dataset distributed by Linguistic Data Consortium for the DARPA GALE project (LDC catalog number: LDC2008E16). We compiled 10K questions, consisting of 100K tokens.
Although the error reduction is small (Table 4) , the empirical results indicate that unlabeled data can have positive effect on the performance of the RLN method. As we introduce more unlabeled data, the RLN performance is increased, which indicates that there is a lot to discover from unlabeled questions.
Conclusions
In this paper, we presented a graph-based semisupervised learning method with a new graph construction. Our new graph construction relaxes the neighborhood assumptions yielding robust graphs when the labeled data is sparse, in comparison to previous methods, which set rigid boundaries. The new algorithm is particularly appealing to question semantic component recognition task, namely question understanding, in that in this task we usually deal with very few labeled data and considerably larger unlabeled data. Experiments on question semantic component recognition show that our semisupervised graph-based method can improve performance by up to 7-10% compared to well-known sequence labeling methods, especially when there are more unlabeled data than the labeled data. 34
